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JANUARY REVIEW: 

 Mercury early in month moves into Aq. Catching up with Saturn Jupiter and squaring Uranus around the 2
nd

 

week. Giving a loud and assertive voice to the Sat/Jupe conj. Sq. Uranus.  Expect that to be stubborn, 

opinionated, controlling, authoritarian, dissenting, rebellious, surprising and sudden.  

 Venus will oppose US Venus -  tension, a standoff, unreciprocated feelings and will be conjunct Pluto for a 

minute at end of month opp mercury influencing conversation about finances, money extremes 1% vs the 99%, 

insecurities, relationships (who is the boss, breadwinner, the one to blame), the Reset and questions of control.  

 Mars enters Taurus and heads for Uranus to accentuate its energies when they meet up around mid-month 

right around the time Uranus goes Direct.  Expect change, clashing energies, and more confusing information 

(Mars sq Neptune in US chart). Temper tantrums, anger.    

 Merc goes RX in 26°Aq. at end of January and remains so for 3 weeks of February.  Pretty much on U.S. 

Moon in same sign as Jupiter Saturn.  Issues of technology and science triggering us emotionally and a time to 

ponder if we are communicating in the best most authentic way possible, and to ask ourselves if we are 

thinking for ourselves and just how responsible are we going to be with technology?  I also feel like there will 

be an attempt to roll out some questionable policies and regulations, some major financial changes and an 

increase in law suits against politicians responsible for such massive business losses will begin.  It could also 

trigger more leaked information that sheds light on just how corrupt we have allowed everything to get, how 

naïve we have been, and some remarkable feats of standing up and demanding truth and justice.   

 Jupiter and Saturn conjunct – new opportunities to restructure our lives to infuse them with greater meaning, 

authenticity, responsibility, justice, and camaraderie.  A chance to rethink all the things in our world that we 

co-create and contribute to that produces people so wounded that all they can do is go out and create pain and 

destruction. The myth that we are already a democracy with a fair and functioning justice system will prevent 

us from ever really becoming one.  

 Uranus goes direct which might give the Aq. shadow an acceleration.  Or it might help us come up with a 

healthy alternative to the Great Reset and Globalism. Changes will start to happen fast and suddenly. Designed 

to shake things up so we have to make choices.  The test is to see whether we can make authentic choices so its 

a test of the individuation process.  Self actualization is the only way to live authentically and it is the work so 

many of us either never do or put off or don’t value.     

 Jupiter sq. Uranus (& Mars)  joined by Mercury a week later and Saturn a couple weeks later: will help 

us either create some stubborn new dogma/narrative to rally around or will help us craft a more just and 

meaningful future.   

 Mars conj. Uranus mid month:  adds to the tension and discord. Once we mature and expand beyond the 

limiting belief of race and realize there is just one race- humanity, and that the concept of race was invented 

and used to manipulate for financial ulterior motives, the divide and conquer scheme will be weakened. We 

have a chance to wake up to just how much finances/Money is a root motivator and that that is based on fear.   

 

 

FEBRUARY REVIEW: 

 Looks like it is NOT going to be an easy month. Rebellious and revolutionary energy, people feeling wounded 

and disappointed. Anxiety and hysteria, brought on by massive changes and chaos, as we begin to see more 

clearly the extent of the lies and manipulation.  As a nation we have reinvented ourselves several times and I 

would say this is one of those periods requesting a major reinvention.  Most definitely in the area of finances 

and economics.  It is time for us to mature into the idealistic narrative we wrote for ourselves in 1776 so that 

we can actually be what we have pretended to be for centuries- land of the free. First we have to own up to the 

disparity between the myth of America and the reality of it.  If we want to become the democracy we have 

been dreaming and hallucinating our selves to be, only we can fix this.   

 Mercury goes Rx in Aq. most of the month, accentuating and giving us time to ponder all our impending sci-

fi future.  Sun, Jupe and Sat all in Aq squaring Uranus Lilith and mars there is a lot of rebellious and 

revolutionary energy triggered by feeling wounded and disappointed.   



 Venus also goes into Aq. To add to the mix.  Conj Pluto bringing up money issues and insecurities. 2
nd

 week it 

is conjunct Jupiter Saturn after having hit the US S. node so there will be a surge of that old structure -to see 

the masses as profit fodder, but Jupiter wants more from us than that and will inspire the population to push 

back.  

 Saturn sq. Uranus again mid month. Lots of changes to governmental and societal structures. Changes a lot of 

people probably didn’t see coming.  An attempt by shadow Aq. energies to implement an authoritarian, selfish 

and cold, sci-fi, version of the Aquarian age.  Saturn sq Uranus will last pretty much off and on the whole year 

and then beyond. Exact- Feb 15. June 14. Dec 24th.  Dec 9/2020-3/2022. 15 month influence.  Lots of changes 

to governmental and societal structures. Changes a lot of people probably didn’t see coming.  An attempt by 

shadow Aq. energies to implement Great Reset Digital control future.    

 

MARCH : A very Neptunian month of combativeness, confusion, questionable realities, manipulation and 

lies, insecurity, financial struggle. Thought you were confused in 2020.  Wait for it…. 

 5
th

 Mars enters Gemini heading for US Uranus and Mars return as anger, and projection escalate.  

 16
th

 Merc enters Pisces by end of month conj. Trans Neptune opp US Neptune  Expect more disappointing 

communication and even more confusing and manipulative stories that make you question reality itself. This 

might be the perfect time for a fake disclosure. This along with the Neptune sq. in a few days.   

 21 and 22
nd

 Venus/Sun enter Aries heading for US Chiron expect authoritarian emotionally triggering events, 

and the people pushing back against tyranny. 

 21
st
 Neptune sq. US Mars for several weeks right before Neptune op. is EXACT.  This feels like it could 

be very problematic, martial law, escalation of aggressions. 

 Venus meets up with Neptune 3
rd

  week, financial issues, control, peer pressure as part of manipulation,  

 MERC- joins Neptune by end of month expect some very confusing communication, and with Venus sq US 

Venus some arguing and debate.  

 

  

APRIL: This might be the month that the great reset attempts to mandate digital money system.   At end of 

month when Sun, Venus, Mercury, meet up with Uranus in Taurus in the US 5
th

 house of speculation.   

 Mars return for US then goes over Venus and the rest of the US Stellium in Cancer  

 Pluto goes rx for a few months- backing up to oppose US Merc again like it did in January. More opportunities 

to learn about the complexities of discernment and emotionally manipulative communication, another chance 

to heal the shadow and emotional wounds (chiron sq/opp sat)  A chance to increase our countries EQ 

Emotional quotient, to learn to be ourselves despite external pressures to conform.   

 Jupiter lands on US moon (1
st
 time)  right before Pluto goes Rx. Infusing us all with a bit of spring hope 

maybe Mars on US stellium helping us feel strong again after a very long period of fear and feeling victimized.  

It could also give us the courage to stand up for ourselves,  It’s an influx of energy that makes us want more 

emotional room to be who we are.  Doesn’t bode well for the controlling elite unless they manage to sell us on 

the new religion of global control called the great reset.   

 5
th

 merc enters Aries sq. US Venus – financial issues, pressure to conform and backlash against it. 

 9
th

 Mars return for US. (May 2019 last one )  Squaring T. Neptune opposition to US Neptune on 19th  

 19
th

 Neptune opp US Neptune 22° Pisces   

(exact April 19
th

 – end of May,   Rx July 24-Sept 6
th,   

Feb- March 2022-)  THIS IS BIG!  Lies and secrets 

revealed or more lies told. So expect the clash between propaganda/lies and the impulse for authentic change 

for the better to be at odds.  Issues regarding boundaries such as autonomy over your own body to be in the 

limelight.  And whatever you think is truth and lie might need more research.  Things are not what they seem. 

Either we fall for some more false fabricated narratives or we write a really creative, functional one for 

ourselves.    

 23
rd

 Venus 10° Taurus conj. Uranus   Sudden or digital/tech change of financial institutions.  

27 April: Pluto Retrograde 26° Capricorn just short of the Pluto return. Giving us a bit more time to prepare 

for that big event maybe?  

MAY:  

Jupiter –Just after Neptune in Pisces opposition Jupiter enters Pisces briefly (last time 2010-2011)  - asking 

us to find deeper spiritual meaning, to turn inward more, to be more compassionate. 



May 26 Eclipse Lunar- Sag –Step out of bubble of safety and talk to someone very different from yourself, 

Contemplate the idea of nonduality, and of Humanity being one family of interesting, lovely and diverse 

individuals.   

13 May: Jupiter enters Pisces  00° Pisces Ungrounded speculation. Or inspired learning, soul’s eye view, 

greater meaning in life, justice.  Religious fundamentalism. We could however use this energy for spiritually 

expanding our perspective.  Choice is ours.   

23 May: Saturn Retrograde 13°Aquarius 

29
th

  Mercury Rx Gemini 24-16°  - Good time to rethink things and gain greater clarity, make a better plan, 

write a better story.   

End of May beg of June - While T. Neptune is Sq. US mars it will also be trining Mars in the sky which will 

be conjunct the US mercury. I would like to think this means more secrets revealed which it may- but it 

certainly looks like insecurity and confusion as well.    

 

JUNE 

14 June: Saturn square Uranus 05:11 pm EST Tran-Tran 13°Aquarius 07’Rx This is a roughly yearlong 

period that occurs every 22 and a half years, which, although it may not impact you specifically more than 

others, is usually a pretty risky time to live in. It marks conflicts across the board between radical and 

conservative ideologies that tend to spiral and have difficulty finding peaceful resolutions. Naturally, this 

provides an underlying tension to everybody’s life that makes harsh realities harsher and good times more 

desperate. If there is anything to be learned from it, it is that compromise, not confrontation, is the only way to 

go, and every 22 and a half years an alarming number of people fail to understand that.  

20 June: Jupiter Rx (Retrograde) 02° Pisces backs up to 22° Aq.  On US moon mid August   

25 June: Neptune Retrograde 23° Pisces 12’ 

11
th 

 Mars goes into leo   

 

JULY 

Mars hangs out with Venus in Leo for first part of the month.  Hopefully bringing more play and love into 

our lives.    

12
th

 merc enters cancer 

23
rd

 Venus enters Virgo  

Neptune opposition exact by retrograde July 24-Sept 6
th  

  Either we fall for some more false fabricated 

narratives or we write a really creative, functional one for ourselves.   

29 July: Jupiter backs up into Aq. again 30° Aquarius 00’Rx A time for us to work together as citizens to 

make the country a better home, with justice, tolerance, and all the ideals we thought we were expressing but 

weren’t.  Time to remember what we like about this place, what we are grateful for and what we can do to 

make it better.   

 

 

AUGUST  

Mars in virgo all month  

12
th

 Merc enters Virgo 

17
th

 Venus enters Libra  

19 August: Uranus Rx 14° Taurus 48’Rx  

15
th

 Jupiter Rx 27° Aq. on US Moon  2
nd

 time- another wave of justice for the people, hope or false hope? 

19
th

 5 planets Rx  Jupiter through Pluto all outer planets until Oct 10
th

  Time to rethink EVERYTHING 

and ponder strategy, consequence, responsibility, our philosophy and beliefs, etc etc.  

 

SEPTEMBER 

6
th

  Neptune opposition for 3
rd

 time Either we fall for some more false fabricated narratives or we write a 

really creative, functional one for ourselves.   

11
th

 Venus enters Scorpio 

16
th

 Mars enters Libra   



27
th

 Merc Rx in Libra – Good time to rethink your relationships,  how you do them, the people you have 

chosen to be with and why, what your underlying motives are regarding those choices. Who makes you feel 

glad to be alive and who you give your power and authority away to.     

 

OCTOBER  

6
th

  Pluto Direct 24° Capricorn 19′  

6
th

 Venus enters Sagittarius  

10 October: Saturn Direct  06° Aquarius 53′     

first 2/3rds of month- Saturn Rx and Direct on US S. Node   

17 October: Jupiter Direct 22° Aquarius 20′  

10
th

 Mars and Merc Rx conjunct at 16° Libra  

18
th

 Merc direct  10° libra  

 

NOVEMBER 

1
st
 Mars enters Scorpio 

6
th

 Merc enters Scorpio  and Venus Capricorn   

20
th

  Mars Uranus opposition- another flare up of dissent and opposition, demonstrations, among other things 

fueled by financial upset.  

 

DECEMBER 

02 Neptune Direct 20° Pisces – Confusion lightens up and we might feel we can start to move forward again 

but need to be grounded, clear about what we want, and resisting self-destructive urges or impulsivity.   

13
th

 Jupiter on US moon at 27° Aquarius  3
rd

  time- We might be feeling over confident about now.  Hopefully 

we have learned some tolerance and can laugh more about things otherwise we might be feeling very dogmatic 

and opinionated.   

24 December: Saturn square Uranus  11° Aquarius - This happens approx. every 22 and a half years, and is 

like a cold front meeting a warm front= storm.  The desire to expand and contract at the same time can tear 

things apart but that gives us an opportunity to do things better the next time.  We need an arbitrator during this 

time- both internally and collectively.  Time to find synthesis and compromise.  Confrontation will only make 

it harder.   

28 December: Jupiter Pisces 0° Pisces  Ungrounded speculation. Or inspired learning, soul’s eye view, greater 

meaning in life, justice.  Religious fundamentalism. We could however use this energy for spiritually 

expanding our perspective.  Choice is ours.   

 

 

COMING UP:   

Last Neptune opposition – Feb – March 2022 

Pluto Return-  

 


